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Housekeeping
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ー You are muted! Sorry :(
ー Use the chat to introduce yourselves
ー ...and to talk amongst yourselves - but I won’t be 

able to respond :(
ー Use the Q&A to ask me questions: I will answer at 

the end
ー The session will last around an hour
ー Everything will be made available after the session



Aims of the session
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ー Understand what retrofit is and why it’s important
ー Define some key terms and concepts
ー Introduce Carbon Co-op and our role
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Introduce yourselves

ー POLL - Why are you here?



DECC (2013) UK Housing Energy Fact File.

Retrofit in context

ー Climate change
ー How housing fits
ー Calculating your impact
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Meet a Carbon Co-op Member

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIdiBiyaOsU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVhlAF6pT-I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OGnhPFBK_kE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUxMxtd1Lrw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=arji6i3XLnU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sUqnx-eIgA
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Retrofit is possible...
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…and producing results!

Community Green Deal (2016)

ー Average gas savings: 47%
ー Average CO2 savings: 62%
ー Average bill savings £915
ー Average bill total £280 (net)
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The results
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The results
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The results
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The results
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The results



Questions to consider
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1. What’s your brief? 
‒ retrofit priorities? 
‒ combined projects/ added value?
‒ retrofit values and philosophy? 

2. What’s your budget? 
‒ is your budget fixed? 
‒ do you need a financial return? 
‒ where’s the money coming from?

3. How are you going to procure the work? 
‒ how to manage time/cost/quality? 
‒ one big job or parcels of work? (scope/risk) 
‒ DIY or get the builders/ professionals in? 
‒ how will you cope with disruption? 
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1. What’s your brief? - Priorities

ー POLL - Your top three motivations
ー Your top priority
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1. What’s your brief? - Priorities
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1. What’s your brief? - Priorities
Insulation, 
air-tightness, 
windows

Insulation, 
ventilation

New boiler,
Insulation, 
PVs

Insulation, 
air-tightness, 
heat pumps

New boiler (?),
Insulation, 
air-tightness
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1. What’s your brief? - Combined projects
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1. What’s your brief? - retrofit values
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2. What’s your budget?

ー Fixed budget: be realistic about what you can 
achieve! Hold contingencies!

ー Financial return: Is this important to you (e.g. 
for paying back a loan)? If so, be clear and 
understand the caveats.

ー Funding: Usually comes with strings attached! 
(approved installers, approved products, 
deadlines, endless forms.....)
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3. How are you going to procure the work?

balancing: 

ー Time
ー Cost
ー Quality
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BEWARE: Quality!
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BEWARE: Quality!
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BEWARE: Quality!



•
•
•

•

……
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The Performance Gap
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3. How are you going to procure the work? - packages
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3. How are you going to procure the work? - Trades?

ー DIY 
ー mainstream contractors
ー specialist contractors



ー Qualities of a good 
builder?

ー Which builders do you 
usually use?

ー Would you recommend 
them?
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3. How are you going to procure the work? - Contractors
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Issues with recommending specific contractors

ー There aren’t that many of them
ー Performance and service can change
ー Accrediting is costly and time consuming



Good Questions To Ask Other Householders:
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1. What was their brief?
‒ retrofit priorities?
‒ combined projects/ added value?
‒ retrofit values and philosophy?

2. What was their budget
‒ was it fixed?
‒ did it provide a financial return?
‒ where did the money come from?

3. How did they procure the work?
‒ how did they manage time/cost/quality?
‒ one big job or parcels of work? (scope/risk)
‒ DIY or builders/ professionals?
‒ how did they cope with disruption?
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https://carbon.coop/carbon-co-op-webinar-programme/

https://carbon.coop/carbon-co-op-webinar-programme/


In the chat: What 
would help you 
retrofit your home?



Services 

My Home Energy Planner - assessment and 
decision making tool
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People Powered Retrofit
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Feedback: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/KKCYSNQ
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